SAUSAGE FATTENER BY DADA LIFE
INTRO
Thanks for buying our first plugin! We are so proud of this fat little baby. We think you will like it too. If not,
you’re probably into thin, lean sounds. We’re not. We’re into red meat, mixed with white noise.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
People often ask us about the Dada Life-sound. We always answer that we want to create tracks that are fat
as sausages. With the new Sausage Fattener plugin you can get the Dada Life-sound too.

INSTRUCTIONS
Using the Sausage Fattener is easy. Start by turning the GAIN until the light is blinking green (not red!) The
knob to the left is called FATNESS and it does exactly what it says - it makes the sound fatter. The knob to
the left is called COLOR and is used to...yes, you got it...color the sound material.
With those seemingly simple parameters you can create a whole array of different sounds. Use the Sausage
Fattener on a single channel with moderate settings as a musical compressor. Turn it up and you have a
dirty bastard of distortion. But you can also use the plugin on a bus (for example all the drums and the bass)
or the whole track as a mastering plugin.

SOME TYPICAL EXAMPLES
On drums. Put the Sausage Fattener on the drum bus (all drum sounds mixed together). Turn the FATNESS
up a little bit until the drums sound better. Don’t overdo it, because then you loose the punch in the kick
drum.
On chords. Take a simple synth sound made out of a sawtooth waveform. Turn it up until it distorts. Turn
COLOR until you get a brighter sound. Use the filter on the synth to build the song. Voila.
On bass. Turn the FATNESS up until the bass sound bigger. Don’t use too much or you will end up with a
lead. Experiment with the COLOR-knob in the lower region until the bass is deep and nice. You might want to
put a EQ afterwards to shape the sound together with the kick drum.
On everything. Yes, you can use the Sausage Fattener as a mastering plugin. Just put it on the mastering
channel (after all your limiters, EQ:s and other stuff) and turn the FATNESS up to around 10% or a bit less.
The result is a bigger and louder track. Get heard through the noise.

BUT REALLY, WHAT DOES IT DO?
It’s a secret. But we will promise that it will make your music fatter. End of story.

PROBLEMS?
There shouldn’t be any problems using Sausage Fattener. Come on! It has three knobs?! Still, if something
seems fishy, email support@tailorednoise.com.

OUTRO
This is just the first plugin from us! Check www.dadalife.com and be ready for the second serving.
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